Empowering

Week 13

range County Head Start, Inc.

Children
&

Infant - 2 Years

Families

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Home Lesson Plan
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Science/Fine Motor

Language

Creative Art

Social/Emotional

Math

Play dough

Identify Animal Sounds

Drawing On Large Surface

Looking at Me

Counting as you move through
your day

Ingredients
• 2 cups all-purpose flour.
• 3/4 cup salt.
• 4 teaspoons cream of tartar.
• 2 cups lukewarm water.
• 2 Tablespoons of vegetable
oil (coconut oil works too)
• Food coloring, optional.
• Quart sized bags

Make animal sounds and
identify what animal makes the
sound. Make eye contact as
you as you make each sound
and acknowledge child’
attempts to respond. Use the
name of the animals.

Cover table with paper and
allow child to draw on the
large space. Encourage child
to move arms and hands in
different directions. Use
crayons or markers. Talk
about their movement and the
colors they are using.

Using a mirror have your child
Count as you move through
look at their face. Encourage
your day (steps to table, how
the child to make different
many toes and figures, toys).
face as he watches himself in
the mirror. Reinforce that the
reflection is the child by saying
" Look it's you!" "Do you see
yourself in the mirror?" Use
the child's name. Name the
different parts of the face.

Activity
Mix ingredients together to
make play dough. Use items
from around the house like
cookie cutters to mold, cut and
shape play dough.
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Week 13
MONDAY

range County Head Start, Inc.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Infant - 2 Years

Home Lesson Plan

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Neighborhood Walk

Animal Friends
1. Either indoors or outdoors,
pretend to be different animals
with your child.
2. Flap your arms like bird
wings and “fly” around
obstacles.
3. Hop on all fours like a frog,
and say “Ribbit-ribbit-ribbit”.
4. Hop on two legs with feet
together, and pretend to be
kangaroos.
5. Bend your knees, walk with
your legs far apart, and swing
your arms like chimpanzees.
6. Walk on feet and hands and
pretend to be a reptile.
7. Walk on hands and knees
and pretend to be kittens
saying “meow”.
8. Slide on the floor or ground
and pretend to be snakes
saying “hiss”.
9. Invent other animal ideas
and noises.
Benefits
This activity develops
coordination and balance as
kids try to imitate the
movements of different
animals.

Stretching As You Play

Exercises:
Pull-Up
Step 2 of the Pull-Up
Grasp your baby's forearms.
Keeping his back straight, pull
baby up slowly to a sitting
position.
Slowly and softly return baby
to the floor.
Repeat 4 times.

Stretching As You Play
Chest Cross

Take a walk with child. As you
walk describe what you see,
hear and smell. Stop and
touch safe nature items.
Encourage your child to
observe the world around
them. Label the items you
observe.

Grip
Step 1 of the Grip.
Lay the baby on his back on
the floor. Wrap your baby's
hand around your forefinger;
hold in place with your thumb
and third finger.
Stretch out baby's arm by
gently drawing his hand
toward you. Do not pull baby
up off the floor. Return to the
starting position.
Repeat 5 times with each arm.

Elbow Stand
Step 2 of the Elbow Stand.
Lay the child on his stomach,
and place his elbows directly
underneath his shoulders, his
forearms on the floor.
Grasp and lift baby's hips and
trunk to form a 45-degree
angle with the floor. Let the
child rest on his forearms. Try
to lift the legs up a little
higher, but make sure the
baby doesn't bang his nose.
Stretching As You Play

Step 2 of the Chest Cross.
Hold both the baby's hands in
the "Grip" position (see
previous exercise).
Spread baby's arms out to the
sides, bring them in across his
chest, and spread them out
again.
Do this exercise slowly and
gently, repeating the
movement 5 times.
As an alternate, you can raise
baby's arms up above his head
and down to his sides.
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Children
&
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Infant - 2 Years

Families

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Home Lesson Plan

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Cognitive/Fine Motor

Creative Arts /Science

Language/Math

Social/Emotional

Cognitive/Fine Motor

Sensory Hula Hoop

Edible Paints for Baby

Small and Large Spoon

Bag of Tricks

Sensory Floor Plates

For tummy time play
Get a regular hula hoop and
cover it with different colors
and textured fabric and attach
a bunch of baby safe toys that
make different noises. Place
child in the center of the hoop
and allow child to explore the
different colors, textures and
sounds around the hoop.

Ingredients
• 1 cup Cornstarch
• 1/2 cup cold water
• 1 cup boiling water
• Food Coloring

Materials
Big and Small versions of the
same object
• Large toy car , small toy car.
• Large comb , small comb.
• Large ball , small ball.
• Large plastic bowl , small
plastic bowl.
• Large serving spoon , small
serving spoon.

Children love rummaging
around in bags, and your little
one may be fascinated by
everyday objects like your
keys, phone and wallet.
Encourage their curiosity while
keeping them, and your things
safe, by giving your child a
bag of their very own to play
with.

This is a fun, sensory activity
for babies who are beginning to
crawl.

Directions
1. Mix the cornstarch and cold
water together and stir until it
is no longer powdery.
2. Add the boiling water in
little bits and stir in between to
make sure you get the
consistency you prefer.
3. Add Food Coloring.
Activity
Cover tatable with a large
piece of paper and allow child
to finger paint using the
mixture. Encourage child to
move hands and arms, talk
about the colors and how the
paint feels.

Activity
1. Place objects on the floor in
front of your toddler.
2. Ask child to give you the
large ball. Say, "Large ball"
and place it on your side.
3. Ask for "Small" ball and
place it on your other side.
4. Continue to ask for objects
and place them on the "Large"
or "Small" side.
5. Encourage child to place the
objects on either side
according to size.

Materials
• Zip lock bags (gallon size)
• Tape
• Soft objects (to fill bags)

Activity
1. Take zip lock bags and fill
several with different colorful
Activity
soft objects. Don’t put in
1.Take a purse/bag/reusable
anything sharp that can tear
grocery bag
the plastic or hurt baby’s
2. Fill bag with safe everyday
items, such as an old key ring fingers.
with keys, rattle, empty wallet, 2. Seal the bags closed.
3. Space the bags across the
small hair brush, child safe
floor for child to move from one
hand mirror, cup, spoon, etc.
bag to another to explore.
3. Allow child to explore the
4. Tape bags to the floor by
items and carry the bag
running tape around all four
around.
sides of the bags.
4. Talk to the child about the
different items, use the names 5. Encourage child to explore
the bags.
of the items and pretend to
use the items.
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MONDAY

Infant - 2 Years
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Home Lesson Plan
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

All Aboard

Dance Party

Balance Walk

Basket Catch

Jumping

Materials
• Towel or blanket

Indoors or outdoors, turn up
the music, use lights or
decorations for ambiance, and
join your child in twisting,
macarena, floss, dance like
their favorite animal, or
freestyle their way to fun.

Requirements
• Outdoor space with natural
and man-made obstacles
• Playground equipment may
be suitable
• Low garden walls, benches,
raised curbs, and dry logs are
good

Requirements
Get a large, soft foam ball, or
make a sock ball (stuff two
socks into one another) – the
ball should have a diameter
between 3-5 inches

Requirements
• Outdoor space with natural
and man-made obstacles
• Playground equipment may
be suitable
• Sidewalks, benches and low
garden walls are good

Activity
Have your toddler sit on a
towel or blanket and gently
pull her around the room.
Pretend the blanket is a train
or a boat and that you are
stopping at different places,
like the zoo or wherever your
imaginations take you.
Skills learned:
Balance and pretending.

Instructions
1. When walking outside with
your child, find simple
structures such as park
benches, low garden walls,
raised curbs, and dry logs.
2. Encourage your toddler to
climb onto these low
structures and walk along
them.
3. Hold your child’s hands at
all times.
Variations
• As your child shows
confidence walking with
balance in one direction,
encourage them to turn and
change directions while
walking and balancing.

Instructions
1. Show your toddler how to
stand with their hands and
forearms forming a bowl or
“basket” in front of their
stomach.
2. Toss the ball into their
“basket” from about 12 inches
away.
3. As your child becomes
confident catching at this
distance, increase the distance
of your toss slightly.
4. Eventually, see if your
toddler can catch from 3 feet
away.

Instructions
1. When walking outside with
your toddler, find simple
structures such as park
benches and low garden walls
12-20 inches high.
2. Encourage your toddler to
climb onto these low
structures and jump down.
3. Hold your toddler’s hands at
all times.
Variations
• Show your toddler how to
jump over cracks in the
sidewalk, garden hoses on the
ground, etc.
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Children
&

Infant - 2 Years

Families

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Home Lesson Plan
FRIDAY

THURSDAY

Cognitive/Fine Motor

Science /

Language/ Science

Social/Emotional

Creative Arts

Cotton balls Pick and Drop

Ice Cold Mountains

Tasting Apples

Mirror, Mirror

Scribbling

Materials:
• Cotton Balls
• Muffin Tin/Egg Carton
• Tongs
• Table Spoon
• Bowl

Materials:
• Small Frozen blocks of Ice
(yogurt containers, fruit cup
containers, small plastic
containers, ice cube tray)
• Food coloring
• Cookie tray or tub

Materials:
• Apples- Green, Red and Yellow

This activity improves
concentration.

Slice the apples and give child a
slices of each apple. Encourage
the child to taste each slice.
Talks about the colors, taste,
compare the differences: "I have
a red and yellow apple here.
Let's taste it. Is it sweet or
sour? Can you pick it up with
your fingers like this?"

Have your child stand
face-to-face with someone else.
Choose who will be Person A
and who will be Person B.
Person A will be the “mover”
first. Person A will start out with
small movements, like wiggling
their nose. Then they should try
bigger movements, like
swinging an arm from side to
side. Person B must follow
Person A’s movements
EXACTLY. It should look like
Person A is looking in a mirror!
Then switch! Person B will be
the “mover.” Person A will
follow their every move.

Materials:
• Large Piece of Paper
• Crayons or Markers
• Music Source

Place cotton balls in the bowl.
Place the muffin tin/egg carton
beside the bowl. Encourage your
child to use the tongs to pick up
the cotton balls and drop them in
to the muffin tin. Encourage
your child to try to use the table
spoon to lift the cotton and drop
them in to the muffin tin/egg
carton. If the tongs and table
spoon are too difficult encourage
your child to use their hands to
pick up and drop.

Before activity pre - freeze
different shape small blocks of
ice. You can add food coloring if
you would like. Place the ice
blocks on the tray. Encourage
the child to stack and move the
blocks around. Talk about how
the blocks of ice feel, colors,
watch the blocks melt, talk
about the water that come when
it melts.

Focus: How to feed self,
enjoying taste, language and
initiative

Encourage child to move the
crayon across the paper.
Encourage the child to move in
different directions. Talk about
the colors, marks and movement.
Play different speeds of music
and ask the move to the music.
Focus: Fine and Large Motor,
Colors
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MONDAY
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Home Lesson Plan

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Motor/Outside

Kick Bowling

Simon Says

Freeze Game

Bucket Toss Golf

Playing Ball

Switch up regular bowling
outside by having your child
use different sizes of balls to
knock down different objects
such as empty bottles or
empty paper towels rolls

Simon will ask the child to
move in different ways or act
out different actions. Simon
can have kids jumping like a
kangaroo, standing as tall as a
house, making funny faces,
standing on one foot, or
waving their hands over their
heads. Allow your child the
chance to be Simon.

Play “Freeze”. Play some music
and dance together. Then turn
off the music and
say,“Freeze!"
or, "Stop!”. Turn the music
back on and then say, “Go!”

Instructions
1. Create a series of “golf holes”
by placing the buckets, baskets or
boxes around your living room,
hallways and other available
spaces.
2. Place scraps of cardboard or
paper on the floor to mark “golf
tees” where you throw from.
3. With your child, take turns
standing on each golf tee and
tossing a beanbag or ball
underhand into the bucket, basket
or box.
4. Continue tossing at each hole
until each of you sinks one shot.
5. Go around the circuit of “golf
holes” and keep track of how
many tosses each of you requires
to sink a shot at each hole.
6. If your child has too much
difficulty sinking shots, consider
having different tees with different
distances for parent and child.
Variations
o As your child masters the game
using short distance tosses,
challenge them by increasing the
distances
o After your child masters the
underhand throw, play again
using overhand throws.

Catch and throw a ball or
other soft small object back
and forth. Practice over,
under, fast, slow etc. Don't
worry if your child can't catch.
If it's too difficult, sit on the
floor and roll a ball or slide the
object. Have fun!

Benefits:
This activity develops
hand-eye coordination, gross
motor control, and the ability
to track moving objects.

Skills developed
Multiple, depending on the
leader’s actions (jumping,
balancing, hopping, etc.)
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